
PEACE & WAR: THE LEGACY OF THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR 
 
--Ulysses S. Grant once remarked, “It is far more difficult to govern than to conquer.” This 
proved precisely the case for the U.S. (hmm . . .) 
 
-- After the Spanish-American War, a number of key questions remained, setting the stage for 
significant difficulties: 

�     War with the Filipinos (1899-1902): Furious with the thought of trading one master for 
another, the Filipinos—led by Emilio Aguinaldo—launched a guerilla war against U.S. 
forces. Though Aguinaldo surrendered in 1902, sporadic warfare continued until 1906. 
Ultimately the U.S. granted the Philippines full “citizenship” status in 1917 and 
Independence in1947. 

� Anti-Imperialist Anger at Home: At the same time, anti-Imperialist in the United States 
protested vigorously. Led by prominent men like Mark Twain, Andrew Carnegie and 

W.J. Bryan, these men mixed racism, economic pragmatism and moral outrage to 
oppose U.S. policy. They were particularly furious over the Platt Amendment (1901), 

which stipulated that: (a) the U.S. could intervene in Cuban affairs if the island’s nation / 
security were threatened; (b) the U.S. would have a naval base at Guantanamo Bay; and 
(c) Cuba would sign a permanent treaty of alliance with the U.S. -- Soon, they would be 
protesting U.S. actions in China, too…. 

 

OTHER ACTIONS: ROOSEVELT, THE LAW & THE OPEN DOOR: 
The “Open Door” in China: 
--The annexation of Hawaii and the Philippines led to further interest in Asian markets, notably 
China. However, that nation was a hotbed of imperialist designs. 

--Since the Sino-Japanese War (1894-5), Germany, Japan, Russia, and France had carved 
out “spheres of influence” in the country. 
--Concerned about losing the lucrative port of Hong Kong, the British approached the U.S. to 
suggest joint action against other nations, but the Americans refused. 
--In 1899, however, Secretary of State John Hay responded by issuing the first of his “Open 

Door Notes,” which essentially argued for “free trade” in China: 
�     No nation should interfere with affairs in the various “trading ports” 
�     Nations should allow Chinese authorities to collect tariffs uniformly 
�     Nations should not discriminate against other nations 

     --The situation was further complicated by the Boxer Rebellion (1900), a widespread 
response to foreign intervention. Several nations sent troops to put down the rebellion, 
including the U.S. 

      --This prompted Hay’s Second Open Door Note, which called for: 
�     Respect for China’s administrative and territorial “integrity” 
�     Respect for an “open market” in China 

      --To that end, the U.S. pledged to defend the “integrity” of China, intervening several times 
before World War II. 
 
 
 
 



     “Insular Cases,” the Roosevelt Corollary (1904) and Panama: 
     --At the same time, the U.S. Continued to struggle with administering its colonial possessions 
in the Caribbean. 
 
     --Three issues were particularly important: 
 

� The “Insular Cases”: While the U.S. acquired Puerto Rico in the Treaty of Paris in 
1898, America had NOT granted the island full citizenship and autonomous government. 
When the U.S. also placed a protective tariff on Puerto Rican goods, the Puerto Ricans 
sued, argued that they were American citizens and thus should not be taxed. In Downes 

vs. Bidwell (1901), one of the so-called “insular cases,” the Court ruled that the U.S. 
DID have the right to impose a tariff, as the “Constitution did not follow the flag” and 
thus foreign nations did not enjoy all of the privileges of American citizens. 

 
� The Roosevelt Corollary (1904): Several years later, the Dominican Republican 

defaulted on some $40 million in loan payments, leading foreign nations to call for 
seizures of DR goods. Then-president Theodore Roosevelt thus issued the “Roosevelt 

Corollary” to the Monroe Doctrine, stating that foreign intervention would violate 
American policies. At the same time, he had the U.S. seize DR customs, using 55% of the 
monies to pay back foreign creditors. Not surprisingly, many protested such aggressive 
policies. 

 
 
� The Panama Canal (1903; 1914): Finally, Roosevelt became involved in Colombia, 

helping to trigger a revolt. In the Hay-Pauncefort Treaty (1901), Great Britain 
renounced the earlier Clayton-Bulwer Treaty (1850), giving the U.S. sole rights to build a 
canal provided there was open access to the canal. After a series of developments, the 
U.S. helped orchestrate a rebellion against Colombia, which led to the formation of the 
Republic of Panama. Canal building quickly ensued, with the canal open to traffic in 
1914. 

 
 


